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JOW TACTICAL SOLUTIONS 3.1
INTRODUCTION TO RIFLE 

COURSE

DESCRIPTION:
JOW Tactical 3.1 INTRODUCTION to RIFLE will introduce NEW shooters to the safe opera-
tion, fundamentals, and shooting mechanics of an assault rifle while building the beginning block 
toward a complete shooter.  
METHOD:
Instructors will utilize a systematic and progressive instructional approach that will be given at 
the range in a lecture, demonstration, and dry-fire to live-fire format.   
OUTCOME:
Upon completion of JOW Tactical 3.1 INTRO to RIFLE, NEW shooters will have a solid grasp 
of assault rifle characteristics, ammunition, loading/un-loading, maintenance, zeroing, and 
malfunctions. Additionally, each shooter will gain gun handling confidence while establishing 
accountable accuracy at distances up to 100 yards.    
RECOMMENDED PREREQUISITE:
Recommended for new shooters with limited or no shooting experience. Must be at least 18 
years old and a US Citizen.   
SHOOTER EXPECTATIONS:
Students will be expected to be receptive, positive, and have attention to detail. 
DURATION:
1 Day
FIREARM (STUDENT PROVIDES): 
Assault Rifle 
AMMO (STUDENT PROVIDES):
Rifle: Min. 200 - 250 rounds 
EQUIPMENT (STUDENT PROVIDES):
Assault Rifle w/ sling, 2-3 rifle magazines, rifle magazine pouch (optional), load carrying vest 
(optional), belt with holster, eyes, and hearing protection. Clothing suitable for any weather 
conditions. 
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JOW TACTICAL SOLUTIONS 3.2
BASIC RIFLE 

COURSE

DESCRIPTION:
JOW Tactical 3.2 BASIC RIFLE will instruct RESPONSIBLE shooters on the safe operation, 
fundamentals, and shooting mechanics of an assault rifle while building the initial block toward a 
complete shooter.  
METHOD:
Instructors will utilize a systematic and progressive instructional approach that will be given at 
the range in a lecture, demonstration, and dry-fire to live-fire format.   
OUTCOME:
Upon completion of JOW Tactical 3.2 BASIC RIFLE, RESPONSIBLE shooters will have a solid 
grasp of assault rifle characteristics, ammunition, loading/un-loading, tactical re-loads, mainte-
nance, positional work, and malfunctions. Additionally, each shooter will gain gun handling 
confidence while establishing accountable accuracy at distances up to 100 yards.    
RECOMMENDED PREREQUISITE:
Recommended for shooters with limited or need a refresher experience. Must be at least 18 years 
old and a US Citizen.   
SHOOTER EXPECTATIONS:
Students will be expected to be receptive, positive, and have attention to detail. 
DURATION:
1 Day
FIREARM (STUDENT PROVIDES): 
Assault Rifle 
AMMO (STUDENT PROVIDES):
Rifle: Min. 300 - 350 rounds 
EQUIPMENT (STUDENT PROVIDES):
Assault Rifle w/ sling, 2-3 rifle magazines, rifle magazine pouch (optional), load carrying vest 
(optional), belt with holster, eyes, and hearing protection. Clothing suitable for any weather 
conditions. 
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JOW TACTICAL SOLUTIONS 3.3
INTERMEDIATE RIFLE 

COURSE

DESCRIPTION:
JOW Tactical 3.3 INTERMEDIATE RIFLE course will increase DEPENDABLE shooters on the 
safe operation, fundamentals, and shooting mechanics of an assault rifle while building another 
essential block toward a complete shooter.  
METHOD:
Instructors will utilize a systematic and progressive instructional approach that will be given at 
the range in a lecture, demonstration, and dry-fire to live-fire format.   
OUTCOME:
Upon completion of JOW Tactical 3.3 INTERMEDIATE RIFLE, DEPENDABLE shooters will 
be able to continue to master their positional work while increasing new skills such as turns, 
transitions (narrow/wide), movers, and becoming effective support side marksman. Additionally, 
each shooter will continue to gain gun handling confidence while establishing accountable 
accuracy at distances up to 200 yards.    
RECOMMENDED PREREQUISITE:
Recommended completion of JOW Tactical 3.2 Basic Rifle course. Must be at least 18 years old 
and a US Citizen.   
SHOOTER EXPECTATIONS:
Students will be expected to be receptive, positive, and have attention to detail. 
DURATION:
1 Day
FIREARM (STUDENT PROVIDES): 
Assault Rifle
AMMO (STUDENT PROVIDES):
Rifle: Min. 300 – 350 rounds 
EQUIPMENT (STUDENT PROVIDES):
Assault Rifle w/ sling, 2-3 rifle magazines, rifle magazine pouch (optional), load carrying vest 
(optional), belt with holster, eyes, and hearing protection. Clothing suitable for any weather 
conditions. 
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JOW TACTICAL SOLUTIONS 3.35
SKILL BUILDER

INTERMEDIATE RIFLE
COURSE

DESCRIPTION:
JOW Tactical 3.35 INTERMEDIATE RIFLE SKILL BUILDER provides shooters an opportuni-
ty to perfect their performance with specific and structured sessions that will advance their skill 
set toward a complete shooter. 
METHOD:
Instructors will establish a course of fire that will be a systematic and progressive approach that 
will be given at the range in a demonstration, dry-fire to live-fire format.   
OUTCOME:
JOW Tactical 3.35 INTERMEDIATE RIFLE SKILL BUILDER will allow individual shooters to 
make perfect practice toward skills attained up to JOW Tactical 3.3 INTERMEDIATE RIFLE. 
Accountable accuracy will be upheld up to 200 yards. 
RECOMMENDED PREREQUISITE:
Must have completed up to JOW Tactical 3.3 Intermediate Rifle course. Must be at least 18 years 
old and a US Citizen.   
SHOOTER EXPECTATIONS:
Students will be expected to be receptive, positive, and have attention to detail. 
DURATION:
Half Day 
FIREARM (STUDENT PROVIDES): 
Rifle 
AMMO (STUDENT PROVIDES):
Rifle: Min. 300 rounds 
EQUIPMENT (STUDENT PROVIDES):
Assault Rifle w/ sling, 2-3 rifle magazines, rifle magazine pouch (optional), load carrying vest 
(optional), belt with holster, eyes, and hearing protection. Clothing suitable for any weather 
conditions. 
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JOW TACTICAL SOLUTIONS 3.4
ADVANCED RIFLE 

COURSE

DESCRIPTION:
JOW Tactical 3.4 ADVANCED RIFLE will expect STEADFAST shooters to have the knowledge 
and habits on safe operation, fundamentals, and shooting mechanics of an assault rifle while 
being eager to advance their skill set toward a complete shooter.  
METHOD:
Instructors will utilize a systematic and progressive instructional approach that will be given at 
the range in a lecture, demonstration, and dry-fire to live-fire format.   
OUTCOME:
Upon completion of JOW Tactical 3.4 ADVANCED RIFLE, STEADFAST shooters will contin-
ue to master their turns, transitions, and skills attained previously while adding dynamic moving 
and use of cover. Additionally, each shooter will continue to gather proper gun handling toward 
various situations while establishing accountable accuracy at distances up to 200 yards.     
RECOMMENDED PREREQUISITE:
Recommended completion of JOW Tactical 3.3 Intermediate Rifle course. Must be at least 18 
years old and a US Citizen.   
SHOOTER EXPECTATIONS:
Students will be expected to be receptive, positive, and have attention to detail. 
DURATION:
1 Day
FIREARM (STUDENT PROVIDES): 
Assault Rifle 
AMMO (STUDENT PROVIDES):
Rifle: Min. 350 - 375 rounds 
EQUIPMENT (STUDENT PROVIDES):
Assault Rifle w/ sling, 2-3 Rifle magazines, rifle magazine pouch (optional), load carrying vest 
(optional), belt with holster, eyes, and hearing protection. Clothing suitable for any weather 
conditions. 
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JOW TACTICAL SOLUTIONS 3.45
SKILL BUILDER

ADVANCED RIFLE
COURSE

DESCRIPTION:
JOW Tactical 3.45 ADVANCED RIFLE SKILL BUILDER provides shooters an opportunity to 
perfect their performance with specific and structured sessions that will advance their skill set 
toward a complete shooter. 
METHOD:
Instructors will establish a course of fire that will be a systematic and progressive approach that 
will be given at the range in a demonstration, dry-fire to live-fire format.   
OUTCOME:
JOW Tactical 3.45 ADVANCED RIFLE SKILL BUILDER will allow individual shooters to 
make perfect practice toward skills attained up to JOW Tactical 3.4 ADVANCED RIFLE. 
Accountable accuracy will be upheld up to 200 yards. 
RECOMMENDED PREREQUISITE:
Must have completed up to JOW Tactical 3.4 Advanced Rifle course. Must be at least 18 years 
old and a US Citizen.   
SHOOTER EXPECTATIONS:
Students will be expected to be receptive, positive, and have attention to detail. 
DURATION:
Half Day 
FIREARM (STUDENT PROVIDES): 
Rifle 
AMMO (STUDENT PROVIDES):
Rifle: Min. 300 rounds 
EQUIPMENT (STUDENT PROVIDES):
Assault Rifle w/ sling, 2-3 rifle magazines, rifle magazine pouch (optional), load carrying vest 
(optional), belt with holster, eyes, and hearing protection. Clothing suitable for any weather 
conditions. 


